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� This is a purely empirical paper who addresses the question of whether new leaders a¤ect
the composition of government spending.

� They argue that theory yields unambiguous answers, and therefore the question becomes an
empirical one.

� Nevertheless, the results they obtain are often counterintiutive and theory is de�nitely needed
for understanding this qualitative results a little bit more.

� Their basic result is: if we look at the short-run (1 and 2 years after a new leader takes o¢ ce)
there is no signi�cant change in government spending composition. But, if we consider a
longer time horizon (3 and 4 years) there is a bigger impact.

� So, the main takeaway is: change in policy takes time.

� Some possible causes of this "rigidity" could be:

� Learning process for the new leader (bargaining power, for example);

� special interests politics may cause some persistence in old policies;

� "red-tape";

�One �aw in the analysis: the impossibility of knowing whether the leader couldn�t or
didn�t want to make bigger or faster changes. Yet, in some special circumstances when
one would expect changes that data didn�t show: election years ! there are no big
changes in composition there, so this would suggest it is the "rigidity" explanation rather
than the "preferences" explanation.

� Some details about the analysis:

�The dependent variable is an index of composition change:
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�Regression is:
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where z is vector of controls and x the leadership change variable.

�They use a Panel of 71 democracies during the periods 1972� 2003:
�Controls: ECONOMIC VARIABLES

� Overall expenditure growth
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� Level and change in per-capita GDP
� In�ation
� Country �xed e¤ects
� Percent of population over 65

�POLITICAL VARIABLES

� Electoral systems (majoritarian vs proportional representation)
� Government structure (presidential vs parliamentary)
� Government size (as % of GDP)
� New democracies
� Ideological Orientation

�Also, together with leadership changes itself, they use other variables as x : political
strength, changes in leader�s political alignment, etc.

� I think this is more a "supply side" analysis: there is missing some analysis of electoral ac-
countability: this could be partially taken into account when controling for "political strength"
of the new leader (vote share for presidents or % of seats for parliamentary systems), but from
here we cannot distinguish whether the voters are punishing or rewarding the performance of
the "old" government/incumbent.

� I think the existence of term limits should be taken into account: these limits lead to changes
in leadership, but are exogenous in some way. Also, the consideration of the leader�s political
or ideological alignment could take some of this into account, but still, I think it is not 100%
THAT, because it is not speci�ed whether the new candidate following a term limit is the old
incumbent�s candidate or not.

� Some more detailed results:

�Changes in composition are SMALLER (relative to the situation of no change in leader-
ship) when leader is changed due to elections.

�Higher overall expenditure growth leads to more changes (growth in resources could make
easier for the leader to move resources towards his targets, by making the other parties
happy at the same time).

�Higher per capita growth of GDP lowers changes.

�GDP per capita does not have e¤ects.

�Higher G/Y leads to higher change (more freedom in changing composition the bigger
is the public sector?).

�New democracies have higher changes when new leaders come.

�Counter-intuituve result: in presidential systems, higher strength of the leader leads to
smaller changes. In Parliamentary systems, to bigger changes. But political strnegth is
not statistically signi�cant.

�The only things that are stat signi�cant are: G growth, In�ation and In�ation2; G/Y,
New Democracy, and leader going from right to center (no other political alignment
change is relevant).
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